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CINCINNATI: MODERATION LOG



filter by action: all



filter by moderator: all



search



Submit a new link

Submit a new text post



cincinnati

Use subreddit style

unsubscribe



-shortcut



+dashboard



22,325 readers

300 users here now

you are a moderator of this subreddit. (change)

Show my flair on this subreddit. It looks like:

NumNumLobster Newport (edit)



We have revised the rules recently, please

familiarize yourself with them.



Meetups:

April 2018 Potluck



FAQ &amp; Links

Cincinnati Subreddit Wiki

Visiting Cincinnati

Living in Cincinnati

Activities and Events

Official R/Cincinnati Discord Server



Local Subreddits

Neighborhood Flair

Most neighborhood flair options have been added

to the selector. If you can't find yours in the list,

please message the mods.



Schedule a Meetup

Click to send meetup notifications to the

moderators. Be sure to include a link to your

meetup post. These will be added to the top

meetup bar.



Rules

1. Rediquitte and site-wide rules apply to all

posts and comments.

2. Please use the search function before

posting.

3. All posts must be directly related to

Cincinnati.
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4. Personal attacks are subject to removal

and a three strike system. Mods reserve

the right to assess each situation

independently, and a first infraction

can result in a ban for extreme

circumstances.

1. 1st offense is a warning.

2. 2nd offence is a 3 day ban.

3. 3rd offence is a permanent ban.

5. If being harassed - Do not respond &amp;

contact mods immediately by modmail.

For other questionable content reports

work well.

6. Self Promotion &amp; Professional Media.

1. This is a place for discussion, not

promotion. At minimum it should

contain:

A link to what you want to promote.

A brief description of how you are

involved.

Why this is relevant to Cincinnati.

2. GoFundme or fundraiser/charity

type links etc are not allowed

unless involved in a story by a local

and reputable news source. The

reputable news source should be

posted in that circumstance, and

NOT a direct link to the fundraiser.

The mods do not and can not verify

these, and we are counting on local

media to provide authenticity.

3. Links to your business or event

should be submitted as text post

with information identify your

affiliation and explaining the

relevance to the subreddit. Any and

all content that you submit in which

you are an author to, an employee

of the originating organization, or

have a personal financial stake in

must be flared as “self-promotion”.

You are required to use a text post.

you MUST be willing to respond to

comments on your topic. We do not

want you dropping links and

leaving.

7. Members of the various local media

outlets must disclose their affiliation when

posting links and should be willing to

participate in the threads they post.

1. The disclosure requirement may be

bypassed by having appropriate

user flair.

2. To have flair added please send a

modmail and we will complete a

basic verification.

8. If any questions about rules exist or you

want to post something and aren’t sure,

please send mod mail. Our intention is to

enable discussion not make it hard. Hit us

up and we will get it done.
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9. Any moderation disputes should be

handled through the mod mail. We have

multiple active mods at this point. If you

disagree with a moderation action, a mod

not involved in the action will evaluate it

and you may be provided with one of the

following:

1. A correction.

2. A Better Explanation

3. Additional Moderation to others

involved in your event.

4. In the event of a moderation action

you are unhappy with, spamming a

thread or making threads to air

your dissatisfaction may result in

additional actions against you.

At the core of these rules will always be the

basic rule, remember the human.



MODERATION TOOLS



a community for 9 years



-



subreddit settings

edit stylesheet

rules

moderator mail

moderators

approved submitters

traffic stats

moderation queue

reports

spam

edited

ban users

mute users

edit flair

automoderator config

moderation log

unmoderated posts



Create your own subreddit

...why not Zoidberg?

...because you love freedom.



MODERATORS



message the moderators



echs 

spinney  Over The Rhine/ Pleasant Ridge

shermancahal  Northside

burningrobot  Kennedy Heights

flyingwolf  [+20] Fort Thomas

NumNumLobster Newport

ClassicTraffic  Mariemont

jfli  Hyde Park

spacks  [+5] Norwood

about moderation team »
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RECENTLY VIEWED LINKS

Mod Abuse?

0 points | 11 comments



Cincinnati police captain alleges 'illegal'

abuse of overtime pay in lawsuit

19 points | 1 comment



Can you bring a general contractor

consultant to a house showing? Is that

even a thing?

24 points | 16 comments



Krohn Butterfly Bandit Identified by

CPD

39 points | 23 comments



Best places to get 35mm film

developed?

6 points | 8 comments

clear

account activity



2 minutes ago



flyingwolf



approved link "Krohn Butterfly Bandit Identified by CPD" by

matlockga (approved)



an hour ago



flyingwolf



ignored reports comment by winter-roses on "Mod Abuse?"



2 hours ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by hibtib223 on "This entire business

should be investigated for il..." (approved)



2 hours ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by hibtib223 on "This entire business

should be investigated for il..." (approved)



2 hours ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by OchoSanka on "The Banks concert

venue update. Mayor wants larger..." (approved)



3 hours ago



jfli



removed link "Investigations need to be done on this

business." by wgoss (remove)



3 hours ago



jfli



spam link "Investigations need to be done on this business."

by wgoss (confirmed spam)



3 hours ago



flyingwolf



removed link "Investigations need to be done on this

business." by wgoss (remove)



3 hours ago



jfli



removed link "Investigations need to be done on this

business." by wgoss (remove)



3 hours ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by Chihuahua_Chow_Mein on "1 + 1 = 14"

(approved)



3 hours ago



NumNumLobster



distinguished comment by NumNumLobster on "This entire

business should be investigated for il..."



4 hours ago



NumNumLobster



removed link "This entire business should be investigated for

il..." by wgoss (remove)



5 hours ago



NumNumLobster



distinguished comment by NumNumLobster on "A look at

Cincinnati's troubled century of mass tr..."



5 hours ago



NumNumLobster



stickied comment by NumNumLobster on "A look at

Cincinnati's troubled century of mass tr..."



5 hours ago



NumNumLobster



distinguished comment by NumNumLobster on "A look at

Cincinnati's troubled century of mass tr..." (remove)



5 hours ago



NumNumLobster



distinguished comment by NumNumLobster on "A look at

Cincinnati's troubled century of mass tr..."



16 hours ago



flyingwolf



edited wiki page (Updated subreddit sidebar)



21 hours ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by Wangchung265 on "Gym near airport"

(unspam)
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21 hours ago



flyingwolf



distinguished comment by flyingwolf on "1 + 1 = 14"



21 hours ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by Chihuahua_Chow_Mein on "1 + 1 = 14"

(approved)



21 hours ago



flyingwolf



unbanned obzen16 (was temporary)



1 day ago



flyingwolf



removed comment by SingleAsADollaBill on "Reds owner Bob

Castellini on Reds fans being fed u..." (remove)



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by achikochi on ":: Weekend Happenings

:: 04/27 - 04/29 ::" (approved)



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by SingleAsADollaBill on "Gunshots near

Burnet Park?" (unspam)



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by SingleAsADollaBill on "Gunshots near

Burnet Park?" (unspam)



Page 2







1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by SingleAsADollaBill on "Gunshots near Burnet

Park?" (unspam)



1 day ago



spacks



removed comment by SingleAsADollaBill on "Gunshots near Burnet

Park?" (remove)



1 day ago



spacks



removed comment by SingleAsADollaBill on "Gunshots near Burnet

Park?" (remove)



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by SingleAsADollaBill on "Gunshots near Burnet

Park?" (unspam)



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by SingleAsADollaBill on "Gunshots near Burnet

Park?" (unspam)



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by ifarminpover-t on "Anyone know a good Deck

Builder and a good Roofer?" (approved)



1 day ago



spacks



approved link "Moving to Cincinnati, no idea where to live" by drjkool

(approved)



1 day ago



spacks



ignored reports comment by achikochi on ":: Weekend Happenings ::

04/27 - 04/29 ::"



1 day ago



spacks



unignored reports comment by achikochi on ":: Weekend Happenings

:: 04/27 - 04/29 ::"



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by CruiseMissileImpact on "We are a group of 6

people looking to make a reser..." (approved)



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by CruiseMissileImpact on "We are a group of 6

people looking to make a reser..." (approved)



1 day ago



spacks



approved comment by LordShadow_Cinci on "Anyone know a good

Deck Builder and a good Roofer?" (approved)



1 day ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by BKboiler on "1 + 1 = 14" (approved)



1 day ago



burningrobot



ignored reports comment by achikochi on ":: Weekend Happenings ::

04/27 - 04/29 ::"



2 days ago



spacks



spam link "FC Cincinnati stadium update" by newjersey1787

(removed spam)



2 days ago



spacks



approved comment by Cincinnati_Bell on "Cancelling Cincinnati Bell

Fiops and TV. What do I..." (approved)



2 days ago



spacks



approved comment by CruiseMissileImpact on "We are a group of 6

people looking to make a reser..." (approved)



2 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by DAAPuc on "Two bedroom apartment

recommendations" (approved)



2 days ago



burningrobot



stickied link ":: Weekend Happenings :: 04/27 - 04/29 ::" by

burningrobot



2 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "We are a group of 6 people looking to make a reser..."

by CruiseMissileImpact (approved)
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2 days ago



flyingwolf



removed link "Hey y'all Northside needs your help. The "Northsid..."

by tenshillings (remove)



2 days ago



flyingwolf



locked link "Hey y'all Northside needs your help. The "Northsid..." by

tenshillings



2 days ago



flyingwolf



removed comment by CommonMisspellingBot on "Lively area to live

in, north of OTR?" (remove)



3 days ago



spacks



removed comment by obzen16 on "Cincinnati's Acting City Manager

Patrick Duhaney p..." (remove)



3 days ago



spacks



spam link "Need To Discuss! What Is The Science of Silence?" by

socialcrawler05 (confirmed spam)



Page 3







3 days ago



spacks



spam link "Top Five Mysterious Place to Travel This Year!" by

Lovinasmith (confirmed spam)



3 days ago



spacks



spam link "TTD: Keep Mediation for a Strong And Calmer Brain" by

Socialhunter2 (confirmed spam)



3 days ago



spacks



spam link "I Am Confused About How they Made Pyramids?" by

veronicabrooke (confirmed spam)



3 days ago



spacks



spam link "Discussion! Have you Heard about Black Taj Mahal?" by

Sofiyaadam (confirmed spam)



3 days ago



ClassicTraffic



removed link "Need To Discuss! What Is The Science of Silence?" by

socialcrawler05 (remove)



3 days ago



ClassicTraffic



removed link "Discussion! Have you Heard about Black Taj Mahal?" by

Sofiyaadam (remove)



3 days ago



ClassicTraffic



removed link "TTD: Keep Mediation for a Strong And Calmer Brain" by

Socialhunter2 (remove)



3 days ago



ClassicTraffic



removed link "Top Five Mysterious Place to Travel This Year!" by

Lovinasmith (remove)



3 days ago



ClassicTraffic



removed link "recently i found an amazing article about baby ali..." by

RoamLover (remove)



3 days ago



ClassicTraffic



removed link "I Am Confused About How they Made Pyramids?" by

veronicabrooke (remove)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by OXD on "iPhones for cheap?" (approved)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "Forest Fire In Mt. Airy Forest; Three Acres Burned" by

Handeaux (approved)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by jakeobake45 on "Does anyone here ride a

supermoto?" (approved)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by obzen16 on "Cincinnati's Acting City Manager

Patrick Duhaney p..." (approved)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



ignored reports comment by obzen16 on "Cincinnati's Acting City

Manager Patrick Duhaney p..."



3 days ago



flyingwolf



removed link "Good news for travelers and the region as a whole...."

by hibtib223 (remove)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "Good news for travelers and the region as a whole...."

by hibtib223 (unspam)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by hibtib223 on "NHL playoffs" (approved)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by cincymatt on "Permanent Cornhole - Cincinnati

af" (approved)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



banned obzen16 (3 days: Race Baiting.)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



distinguished comment by flyingwolf on "Cincinnati's Acting City

Manager Patrick Duhaney p..."



3 days ago



flyingwolf



distinguished comment by flyingwolf on "Cincinnati's Acting City

Manager Patrick Duhaney p..."



3 days ago



flyingwolf



removed link "selling pizza dough" by ultimatefrisbeemem2 (remove)
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3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by cincymatt on "Permanent Cornhole - Cincinnati

af" (approved)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by cincymatt on "Permanent Cornhole - Cincinnati

af" (unspam)



Page 4







3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by hibtib223 on "NHL playoffs" (approved)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



removed link "Good news for travelers and the region as a

whole...." by hibtib223 (remove)



3 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "Good news for travelers and the region as a

whole...." by hibtib223 (approved)



3 days ago



burningrobot



unstickied link ":: Weekend Happenings :: 04/20-04/22 ::" by

burningrobot



4 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by obzen16 on "Cincinnati's Acting City Manager

Patrick Duhaney p..." (approved)



4 days ago



spacks



ignored reports link "Forest Fire In Mt. Airy Forest; Three Acres

Burned" by Handeaux



4 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by phoenixbloo on "Cincinnati Discord Link?"

(approved)



4 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by amilkman on "iPhones for cheap?" (unspam)



4 days ago



flyingwolf



unstickied link "IT'S BAAAACK! The R/Cincinnati April Potluck!" by

flyingwolf



5 days ago



spacks



removed comment by TheAmethystPhoenix on "Police body cam

footage shows police never left cr..." (remove)



5 days ago



AutoModerator



removed comment by TheAmethystPhoenix on "Police body cam

footage shows police never left cr..." (remove)



6 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "This gem taken in Falmouth, northern KY" by

lndiehead (approved)



6 days ago



flyingwolf



edited wiki page (Page usernotes edited: "create new note on new

user middlesuspect" via toolbox)



6 days ago



flyingwolf



distinguished comment by flyingwolf on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..."



6 days ago



flyingwolf



edited wiki page (Page usernotes edited: "create new note on new

user OGB" via toolbox)



6 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by OGB on "We need a giant, funkadelic Bootsy

Collins mural s..." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



distinguished comment by flyingwolf on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..."



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by middlesuspect on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "Cute girl with big tiggers needed for odd job." by

1oddjob (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by Thealphabetagamma on "Bicycle help

needed" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "Cute girl with big tiggers needed for odd job." by

1oddjob (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by Thealphabetagamma on "Bicycle help

needed" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by jewzak on ":: Weekend Happenings ::

04/20-04/22 ::" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by jakeobake45 on "Does anyone here ride a

supermoto?" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by didnotwanttoregister on ":: Weekend
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Happenings :: 04/20-04/22 ::" (approved)



Page 5







7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by didnotwanttoregister on ":: Weekend

Happenings :: 04/20-04/22 ::" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by didnotwanttoregister on ":: Weekend

Happenings :: 04/20-04/22 ::" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by Thealphabetagamma on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..." (approved)



7 days ago



NumNumLobster



approved link "Cute girl with big tiggers needed for odd job." by

1oddjob (unspam)



7 days ago



AutoModerator



removed link "Cute girl with big tiggers needed for odd job." by

1oddjob (remove)



7 days ago



AutoModerator



removed comment by bluegrassgazer on "Dog park" (remove)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "solo trips in cincy" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "solo trips in cincy" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "solo trips in cincy" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by middlesuspect on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by Thealphabetagamma on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by middlesuspect on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by middlesuspect on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by middlesuspect on "We need a giant,

funkadelic Bootsy Collins mural s..." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "Thrift shops in Cincinnati"

(approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "Who has the best body jewelry

selection?" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "solo trips in cincy" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "Advice: Best Tattoo Shops in

Cincinnati." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "solo trips in cincy" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "I have 1 ticket for sale to the National / Music N..."

by tradotto (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by slotface on "solo trips in cincy" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by imemperor on ":: Weekend Happenings ::

04/20-04/22 ::" (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by Musketeer2013 on "Asking for a friend —

without getting caught, wher..." (approved)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by BirdieAceEagle on "Best Place to Be In

Nature In/Near Cincinnati?" (unspam)



7 days ago



flyingwolf



removed comment by obzen16 on "Best Place to Be In Nature

In/Near Cincinnati?" (remove)



Page 6

7 days ago



NumNumLobster



distinguished comment by NumNumLobster on "Reddit Meetup

Day!"



8 days ago



AutoModerator



removed comment by BirdieAceEagle on "Best Place to Be In

Nature In/Near Cincinnati?" (remove)



8 days ago



NumNumLobster



stickied link ":: Weekend Happenings :: 04/20-04/22 ::" by
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burningrobot

8 days ago



NumNumLobster



unstickied link "its restaurant week! get your fat (or skinny)

asse..." by NumNumLobster



8 days ago



flyingwolf



locked link "Aftermath of a Darwin award winner" by

alabasterch777



8 days ago



flyingwolf



banned alabasterch777 (permanent: Inciting violence and

generally being an asshole.)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



removed link "Aftermath of a Darwin award winner" by

alabasterch777 (remove)



8 days ago



jfli



removed link "Aftermath of a Darwin award winner" by

alabasterch777 (remove)



8 days ago



spacks



banned LimbRetrieval-Bot (permanent: Spam: bad bot)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by DeepThroatNixon on "its restaurant week!

get your fat (or skinny) asse..." (approved)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by DeepThroatNixon on "Best of all, most jobs

start at $10.15 and up!" (approved)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved link "solo trips in cincy" by slotface (approved)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by DeepThroatNixon on "Best of all, most jobs

start at $10.15 and up!" (approved)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by mellamobensolo on "Hotels in the

Cincinnati area that" (approved)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by mellamobensolo on "Hotels in the

Cincinnati area that" (approved)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by mellamobensolo on "Hotels in the

Cincinnati area that" (approved)



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by DeepThroatNixon on "Are there any short

term temporary jobs around the..." (approved)



8 days ago



spacks



distinguished comment by spacks on "Fresh Thyme Oakley to

Close"



8 days ago



spacks



banned WhoaItsAFactorial (permanent: Spam: bad bot)



8 days ago



jfli



ignored reports comment by mellamobensolo on "Hotels in the

Cincinnati area that"



8 days ago



jfli



ignored reports comment by mellamobensolo on "Hotels in the

Cincinnati area that"



8 days ago



jfli



ignored reports comment by mellamobensolo on "Hotels in the

Cincinnati area that"



8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by mellamobensolo on "Hotels in the

Cincinnati area that" (approved)



8 days ago



jfli



approved link "Asking for a friend — without getting caught,

wher..." by MrPsFriend (approved)



8 days ago



jfli



approved link "Hotels in the Cincinnati area that" by

mellamobensolo (approved)



Page 7







8 days ago



flyingwolf



approved comment by captnwednesday on ":: Weekend

Happenings :: 04/20-04/22 ::" (approved)



9 days ago



spacks



approved comment by curvedwallride on "did a good samaritan

shoot your relative while the..." (approved)



9 days ago



spacks



spam link "Hmmmmm" by VortaBexia (removed spam)



9 days ago



spacks



approved comment by Unhappy_Magician on "450 North Brewing

Co. Beer??" (approved)



10 days ago



flyingwolf



removed link "Free advance screening of I FEEL PRETTY! Tomorrow

..." by Wonderful_Outcome (remove)
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